Write the words from Box A on the lines below the box. Then pick words from Box B that make sense when put together with the words from Box A.

A: air pop base door class tooth card news mail bare

B: foot room man paper ball board com brush bell port

_________  +  ___________  =  ___________

_________  +  ___________  =  ___________

_________  +  ___________  =  ___________

_________  +  ___________  =  ___________

_________  +  ___________  =  ___________

_________  +  ___________  =  ___________

_________  +  ___________  =  ___________

_________  +  ___________  =  ___________

_________  +  ___________  =  ___________

_________  +  ___________  =  ___________

_________  +  ___________  =  ___________
Compound words

Write the words from Box A on the lines below the box. Then pick words from Box B that makes sense when put together with the words from Box A.

Solution

airport
popcorn
baseball or baseboard
doorbell
classroom
toothbrush
cardboard
newspaper or newsroom
mailman
barefoot
Write compound words with these words: **some**
**any** **every** **one** **thing** ________________

Write a compound word that tells about each set of pictures.

1. ![Hand] + ![Beach Ball] = ________________
2. ![Butter] + ![Bug] = ________________
3. ![Hand] + ![Child] = ________________
4. ![Letter] + ![Box] = ________________
5. ![Table] + ![Spoon] = ________________
6. ![Graduation Cap] + ![Tie] = ________________
Write a compound word that tells about each set of pictures.

Solution

football
butterfly
handwriting
mailbox
tablespoon
necktie